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IHTEODOOTION 
fh© western larch—Douglas-fir timber type is one of 
the aost extensive types in the northern Epeky Mountains. 
It is (Kjmprised principally of western larch Larix occidental̂  
If Stttt., Oouglas-fir Pseadotsuga aaenaiesia yar, idaaca 
(Beissn*) Franco, Ingelmnn spruce Picea engelaannii Parry, 
alpine fir Abies lasiocaroa (Hook.) Mutt., with minor quanti­
ties of lodgepole pine Pinus coatorta Dougl., western white 
pi®'® l̂ laus monticola Dougl,, western hemlock fsuga hetero-
ohylla (Raf.) Sarg. and western red cedar Thu.1a plicata Bonn. 
The type attains its best developsient in western l̂ ntana 
where it plays an important role in the tindser economy of 
many comunities* 
Larch is the preferred species in the type because it 
grows taller, larger in diameter and prunes better than its 
associate species (LeBarron 194̂ , Hutchison and Kemp 1952)* 
Thus, it not only produces more clear wood than most other 
native trees in the region, but some foresters believe that 
it has Biany hitherto undeveloped uses* It has been used ex­
tensively for railway crossties, mine timbers, dimension 
stock, comoion lumber and flooring. More recently, it has 
been sought for plywood and transmission poles. 
Larch is a subclimax species and in the absence of 
fir« ©r other stand disturbance it will remaia as m import-
aat constituent in the stand for only one tree generation. 
Its more tolerant associates luch as Bouglas-fir and alpine 
fir tend to replace it. Studies (Polk 1949, lee 1955) haTe 
denonstrated that the desired composition of the etand cannot 
be siaintained throu# cutting methods alone* Cultural 
measures such as seedbed preparation and stand inproTement 
will be necessary to maintain a hî  percentage of inestern 
larch in the future stands* 
Intensive management in the western larch«-»Pougla®-fir 
timber type necessitates pẑ mpt establishment of desirable 
tree seedlings before shrubs and other vegetation invades 
the site and precludes the re-establishment of desired 
species, particularly larch. Early studies have pointed out 
the need for mineral soil seedbed for successful larch re­
generation* However, there are two questions which are im­
portant to the forest manager in scientific Mnageiaent of 
the type. First, itdiat percent of the ground surface aust foe 
prepared to provide acceptable distribution and stocking of 
new seedlings? And second, what is the mlmwBam quantity and 
character of tî er that aust be reserved froai cutting to 
provide a suitable seed source? 
Objectives of the stî dy reported in this paper were, 
therefore; (1) to evaluate the effectiveness of Several 
methods of seedbed preparation as a means of hastening tibui 
establishment of a new stand containing a high proportion of 
western larch withia a relatively short regeneration period, 
and 12) to test the hypothesis that intensity of stoeking 
varies with the qaastity of seed dispersed and the smmit 
of favorable seedbed (mineral and buraed soil surface) ex­
posed by special treatment and logging. 
Stady of an extensive eeed tree cutting on the Gorara 
experimental forest has iliovn that the area was repẑ dueing 
too slowly for larch management, the only consideration 
given to the control of natural regeneration had been to 
provide selected seed trees. The seed source was considered 
average and favored western larch. Mo seedbed was prepared 
other than the miaeral soil esiposed by routine logging activ­
ity. kn average of about 1? percent (Frediklng 1953) of the 
ground surface was disturbed by logging and most of this was 
concentrated in the vicinity of landings. Five years had 
passed since logging and larch regeneration was not appear­
ing in adequate amounts. This area seeaed like a desirable 
place in which to study the effects of several methods of 
seedbed preparation. Therefore, a controlled test, the sub­
ject of this report, wis installed in that stand in 1949 ®nd 
1950. 
RSnî ' OF EAELISE ISrESTiaAflOHS 
fh& mrly lifetrature dealing inith %he larch—Douglas* 
fir regeneratioa pr©bl«a is scanty and much of it is b&sad 
on work of an obstrvational or eaipirlcal nature. However, 
considarabl® basic research on natural rtgsneratioa ia the 
if̂ ite pia@ typ® iarolves species found in th« larcĥ -̂Douglas-
fir typ® and where applicable such has been included in 
this review. 
Seed. Larch, Dougla8<*flr and Engelmann spruce are 
generally considered as good seeders, producing soae seed 
nearly every yefr in different localities (J. A. Larsen 1916)# 
Larch begins to bear at an early age beginning after 50 to 60 
years of age (Johnson and Bradner 1932). Such early seeding, 
however, is generally not abundant enough to be a dependable 
source for natural regeneration. The seed is ripe by Sep­
tember 1* 
l̂ estern larch, like nany of its associate species, 
produces seed periodically. Ck>od crops are produced at 
approxiMtely five-year intervals. Studies in the western 
white pine type (Haig, Davis and Weidaan 1941) based upon a 
14 year record show an average interval of 4.7 years between 
good seed crops for western larch and Douglas-fir. In a 
study sf rangers' se@d crop observation reports covering 
twenty*̂ two fmr̂  duriag th© period IfOi to 1953» io® (1954) 
concladed that larefe, compared with four other important 
Isfeataaa sonifers, was a relatively good s®#d produesr and 
bort one to five good and fair seed erops conseeutively, 
interspersed with intervals of one to four years of poor 
seed production. He rated Oouglas-fir ae a prolifie seed 
producer with from one to seven fair and gaod seed years 
interspersed with periods of one to four poor seed years. 
Ijikewise he rated Sagelmann spruce as a prslific seed pro­
ducer with periods of one to seven years of good cone produc-
tion followed hy one to five poor crops. 
A five-year seed trap record in a partially cut larch— 
Douglas-fir stand on the Cora® Eaqseriiaental Forest (Eoe, 
1955) showed the following western larch seed production: 
1949—fairj 1950—poorj 1951—nonei 1952—good; 1953—poor. 
Thus some seed was produced every year except one out of the 
five. The 1952 crop was a "humper" crop bearing out the one 
good year in five ratio. 
3eedbed, Early foresters working in the larch—Doug­
las-fir type recognized the dependence of good natural 
regeneration upon condition of seedbed. Thus numerous ob­
servations of excellent seedling establishment following 
burns and on road cuts were recorded. Early writers |Whit-
ford 1905 f C&iE'y 1911) pointed out that larch came up after 
general fires. Cary attributed this to the survival of larch 
seed trees after th@ fires, abuadant seed supply, "Hide 
reach" of the seed, and tb# ability of larch seedlings to 
gtrffliimte and smrvive on soil ̂ entirely open to the sun." 
Also in the white pine type, irewster (1912) showed in stud­
ies of on® to four year old reproduction, that the larch seed­
lings preferred Mineral soil and full sunlight* the need for 
burns or exposed mineral soil for larch regeneration was 
emphasiaed on observational study (Brewstsr, et. al, 1915$ 
cut-over areas in nor̂ iwestern Montana. 
Cosmenting on silvics of western larch lArsen (1916) 
pointed out that reproduction of burns and bare mineral soil 
was prompt and unifona but poor on grasses, heavy sod, litter 
and raw humus. He further stated that it is entirely absent 
fro® dry south and west slopes. At the Priest River Experi­
mental Forest in Idaho, experiments showed the best germina­
tion and survival on a sandy flat which supported a young 
stand of larch and Douglas-fir; fair on an unprotected north­
east slope and that gemination but no survival resulted on 
a southwest slope with Douglas-fir and yellow pine on it, 
the seedlings died during the dry, warm days of July and 
Aupist of the first year, 
Sowing tests conducted on a logged over area (Larsen 
1923) showed that western larch and Ingelsann spruce germin­
ated best on surfaces of ashes and bared mineral soil and 
very poorly on duff. Survival also was better on the ashes 
and bared soil. Greater temperature fluctuations and drying 
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to greater d®ptfes ware indicated as faetors wkidh ®ad© the 
duff surfaees msr® hazardous to youag saedlings than aiaaral 
aoil or ash surfaces. Another study (Larsen 1924) also showed 
that, in large clear eat areas, surfaees of ashes aad bar® 
soil when loos® proTidad the most favorabla condition for 
rapid garmination if th@ seed was î adiately available* 
Wastera larch and Sag@ls»ann Bprvkcm garrainated well on dmff 
surfaces but survivad poorly bacausa of their short roots. 
He pointed out that high surface soil tamperaturas on cleared 
exposad flats and south slopes precluded seedling survival* 
He concludad that cuttings whid̂  would provide smaller open­
ings and partial shade in such situations would produce 
batter results# 
One of the moat significant studies of factors affect­
ing seedling establishiiant of western whit© pine and associ­
ated species (Maig 193̂ J Haig, Davis, and Weidman 1941) 
furnished oonsiderable iinforiaation on western larch and 
Bouglas-fir. Datailed studies ware made of site factors and 
seedling establishment on three habitat stations at the 
Priest liver Experimental Forest in Idaho on a large river 
flat that represented moderately severe conditions for wes­
tern white pine and associated species* the stations were 
located within several hundred feet of each other on the 
Mission silt loam soil type* One station {full sun) had been 
clear cut; one (part shade) had been partially cutj and the 
other station (full shade) was located in an uncut, dense, 
over-mature eliiaax stand. All physieal factors of the ©a-
vironaent iacludiag soil moistur® were maasured, Matural 
diaff, natural mineral soil and burnt mineral soil w©r@ used 
in the installations and some eeiitrol quadrats were sptaially 
treated. On each quadrat sufficiest seed was sows to provide 
a sample of 200 to 500 seedliiags of each speeies with niiich 
to follow mortality. In addition 10 seedlings were dug up 
at weekly to ten-day intervals from special beds to deteraine 
the extent of root penetration. The experiment was carried 
on for two years. 
Germination began in late April and early May and 
seedlings began to die isBnediately while the soil was still 
aoalced after snow laelt and spring rains. The early losses to 
mid«̂ une were caused chiefly by biotic agents such as in­
sects, birds, rodents and fungi. Later, losses beginning in 
late June and early July were attributed principally to 
insolation and drought. 
Fungi were the laost destructive biotic agents (Table 
I). They were much sore active in the duff than mineral 
surfaces, at the full sun and part shade station* On the 
full shade station where temperature did not vary so markedly 
between duff and mineral surface the results were reversed. 
The highest î srtality occurred on duff on the full sun area 
and the lowest occurred on laineral soil in part shade for 
larch. Douglas-fir was favored by mineral soil surface on 
the full sun station but not so in the full shade station. 
fmi I 
FIlSf-TEAS SEEDLING MORf ALITT eAOSSB BI FOMGI li PEECIBT 
OF tOf AL QEEMIMTIOH 
(Fro® Haig %% al. 1941) 
Fmll 3mi Part Shade Full Shade 
Mineral Miaeral Mineral 
Buff Soil Buff Soil Duff Soil 
Mestem lareh 9̂  14 70 7 30 6l 
I>ouglas.fir 97 33 37 3̂  19 66 
Blotlc losses ceased with drying of the SQil and gradual 
hardening of the seedlings. 
ifertality attrifemted to ph|̂ »ical factors started in 
late June. Insolation was the most important physical agent 
killing seedlings by causing tajtiriottsly high soil surface 
temperatures which in turn also played a part in creating 
soil TOisture deficiencies responsible for drought losses. 
As might be eŝ ectedi the higjhsst losses owing to insolation 
occurred in the full sun station̂  fewer losses in the part 
shade station, ̂ ile no heat losses were recorded in the 
full shade station {Table II). Conversely, the heaviest 
losses caused by droû t took place in the full shade station 
with only minor amounts in the full sun and part ̂ ade stac­
tion* The drought losses were brou#t about by an imbalance 
of root penetration and drying out of the upper soil layers. 
Douglas-fir, due to greater root penetration, was more 
drought resistant t̂ an western larch. Fewer total losses 
due to physical factors were ejqperienced by botiti species in 
the part shade station than either the full sun or full shade 
stations. 
the effect of soil surface was demonstrated by the 
nwber of days on which lethal temperatures of 135® or more 
were reached. In the two-year period involved in the study, 
the number of days such teî eratures were reached averaged 
44 per year aore on duff and 16 per year aore on bui:̂ t Jiiner-
al soil than on natural mineral soil. The authors concluded 
•Xl* 
TABIiS II 
FI&ST TIAE SESBLIMQ MOEfALIflT 01 MIMESAL SOII, CAiSlD BY 
PffifSlGM. FACfOHS, IN PStCSif OF THCBE SEEDLlIQS 
smmnMQ biotic mmEs 1932, 1933 
(fr©m ialg et* al. X941) 
Full $m Part Shad® Fmll Shad# 
Statida Statifia Station 
r-t 
# 
% 
sf „ 
1S3 m 
•d 4* 
s -& 
U «r4 
0 # 
O m 
m 
i 3 «M 
S3 a 3s 
§ 
Tl 
I 
Insolation 
Wastsm larch 
Douglas-fir 
Brought 
Western larch 
Douglas-fir 
All physical 
factors 
Vestern larch 
Bottglas-fir 
74 79 75 
7̂  ̂ 4 ̂ 1 
4 4 
5 
7B $} $0 
$L B$ $6 
16 32 24 
9 19 14 
1 3 2  
1 1 1  
17 35 26 
10 21 15 
90 94 93 
16 20 17 
91 95 93 
16 20 17 
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that on mt-m&r areas ffull sun and part shad@ statloxis) 
qaiek stirfaea diying eoabinad with a greater raâ  in daily 
t®rap@ratur® ®3ctre»s aad increased danger from tooth frost 
and iasolatioa, mad® duff surfaces axtreiaaly hazardous for 
yomug saedlings. 
Ifortality losses are heavy duriag the first few yeara 
in the life of the seedlings (Haig* Davis and Weidmaa 1941) 
as revealed by a suiramry of aanual siortality for the six 
principle species in the white pine type on fifteen ciat-over 
areas where conditions were relatively favorable for seedling 
establishment. (See Table III.) Losses dropped off after 
the third year and it is likely that further losses will re-
siain low. 
More recent stMies in the larch—Douglas-fir type 
proper |Boe 1951, Roe 1955) have confirmed the need of sun­
light and mineral soil seedbed for establishment of larch 
seedlings. On the Coram ixperimental Foi*e8t on north facing 
slopes larch was favored by situations in which BO percent 
or ®ore of the possible sualî it could reach the ground. On 
the saae areas the number of seedlings» four to nine years of 
age, was five to fifteen times greater on the mineral soil 
surfaces than on undisturbed forest floor. Another study 
deaonstreted the interrelations between the preparation of 
p̂ u»d isurface in fav̂ able seedbed, method of cutting, and 
stocking by first year seedlings# The study was aade in a 
seed tree cutting (4»3 seed trees li« d.b.|[. and larger per 
Tmm lit 
SSIDLISG MOHTALIfl OF fii SIX PMHCIPLE SPEGIIS Off FIFTEEN 
e0T-0?SR ME4S* BI lEAES SHOE GERMISATIOM 
{From Ralg et. al., 1941) 
1 yr 2 yr 3 yr 4 yr 5 yr 6 ipr Total 
Peresnt 
Western white pin# 43 7 5 5 3 2 65 
Douglas-fir 43 9 S 0 3 2 65 
Wft̂ ê,r?| l&mh 4̂  g 7 3 2 1 67 
Graad fir 32 10 6 4 0 60 
Western hemlock 70 9 3 2 1 7 92 
Westers red cedar 44 $ a 4 4 6 74 
"14"' 
aere) and ahelterwood cutting C13*l seed trees li" d.b.ii, 
and larger per acre), on the Comia Ixperiffleatal Forest and 
Blue Mountain cuttings on the Kootenai Mational Forest. The 
greater quantity of seed fro« the ehelterwood cut&iags re­
sulted in generally better stocking of first year seedlings 
in those cuttings than in the seed tree cuttings on similar 
seedbed® with a scantier seed supply* The rate of stocking 
and distribution of the seedlings as expressed in termat of 
stocked milacre quadrats, however, was stî ngly influenced 
by the percentage of the surface area in fairorable seedbed 
(bared mimral soil or burned surface}• 
Sutting recowaeadations, Early workers (Mason 1915; 
y,S. Forest Service 1924, 1932j Koch and Cunningham 1927 and 
others) have generally recomffiended the seed tree or heavy 
partial cuttings in the final harvest. Thus, reserve stands 
ranging from as low as two seed trees per acre to as hî  as 
10 to 30 percent of the original voluae have been prescribed, 
the writers generally agreed that larch needed rather full 
sunlight to become established and ©row readily and heavy 
cuttings provided these conditions. Soto of the recoamenda-
tions also provided for cutting heavily such species as 
alpine fir and Douglas-fir to control the seed source thereby 
favoring western larch. However, despite the fact that much 
was known concerning the need for favorable seedbed only a 
few of the ct̂ ting practice guides did more than to make laere 
aention of it. The smph&ais has been on control of the 
overwoQd with oaly limited r«cowaendations for burning tops 
in cone«iitrations. Examination of a nuiabtr of cut-ov#r 
arsas has ganerally shown a teirfsney for Douglas-fir; alpiaa 
fir and ot4i@r »or® tolerant sp©ei®s to succeed larch (Koch 
and Cunningham 1927, LeBarron 194̂ » P@lSte 1949 )• l̂ is trend 
has persisted despite efforts to reserve hî  quality larch 
seed trees and to eliminate seed trees of unwanted species. 
Study of twenty-one representative cut-over areas led Polk 
(1949) to conclude that '̂ adequate western larch reproduction 
cannot be obtained through cutting methods alone. A favor­
able seedbed must also be prepared." Larch amounted to only 
eight percent of the reproduction found on the cut-over areas 
after periods of from five to fifty years since logging. 
0SSGIIPTIO1 OF THE STOBf AMA 
The stmdf is located in northwestern Montana on ̂ e 
Coram Ixperii&ental Forest idiich efflhraces about ?tSĈ  acres 
of western larch-—0otiglas-fir tiaber type. The forest ranges 
in elevation from 3,500 to 6,000 feet above sea level, and 
has an annual precipitation of 2$ inches at the lower eleva­
tions. Active silvicultural research began on the forest in 
1946 and a large proportion of the silvicultwral investiga* 
tions of the Intermuntain Forest and Range Experiment 
Station in the western larch--Douglas fir type is carried on 
there. The study providing the basis for this report, known 
as the Coram natural regeneration study, was one of the first 
to be installed on the forest. 
Because of war-time exigencies a large block, 1,3̂ 5 
acres, was cut over during the period 1942 to 1945, removing 
1 19 million board feet of tisriier. A residual stand of trees 
12 inches d.b.h. and larger ranging from 3,150 up to 5,050 
board feet per acre was reserved for seed. The following 
general aarking rules were used to designate the timber to 
be reserved! 
Ĥorthern Socky fountain Forest and Eange Experiment 
Station, First Annual Report of Coram Experiâ ntal Forest, 
1951* 0pper Columbia Research Center, yapublished, type­
written. 1952. B pp. 
-16«» 
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The geaeral objective was t@ obtain lareh aad 
sprue® repraductipu and to leave sufficient voliiwe 
to furnish the basis for a seeond eut is about %Q 
years. About four to five larch trees per acre, 
20 to 24 iaches d,b.h», having full, thrifty crowns, 
were selected from the dorainant trees on the area 
to leave as seed trees. Scattered sioall spruce 
trees tmm 14 to IS inches d*b«h« having full crowns, 
and which appeared to be windfifm because of their 
position in the stand, were reserved as seed trees. 
Oouglas-fir trees with thrifty, full crowns were 
left wherever necessary to obtain a uniform dis* 
tribution of seed trees in the absence of suitable 
larch. Io effort was made to leave white pine be­
cause the cutting area was outside of blister rust 
protection. Poî erosa pine represented such a 
eiinor ĵ rtion of the stand that no ̂ %mp% was sade 
to perpetuate that species. 
A study of the area by Fredeking (1953) fiftiows that 
the original volume of the stand averaged about 18,000 board 
feet. About 13,iOO board feet per acre, or 76.6 percent of 
the stand was removed, leaving an average residual volume of 
4,200 board feet in seed trees. This amounts to a very 
heavy cut, leaving little more than a seed source. 
Although the marking rules called for reserving 4 to 
5 seed trees per acre only 3.̂  trees, IS inches d.b.h. and 
larger, were reserved. Of these, 3.2 trees per acre were 
larch, 0.4 l)ouglas<»fir, and 0.2 Sngelmann spruce* However, 
as will be shown later, trees below IS inches d.b.h* con­
tribute considerable seed and therefore cannot be ignored. 
The average acre on the total cutting was stocked with 67.5 
trees per acre 3.6 inches d.b.h. and larger. They were dis­
tributed by species as follows? Western larch, 9.̂ 6; Doug-
las-fir, 16.10; Engelmann spruce, 16.S5# alpine fir, 14.10j 
and white pine, lodgepole pine, and western hemlock, S.59 per 
acr«. HoweverI western larch predominated in the larger 
size classes and therefore provided a larger potential seed 
source than the actual coffiparative nuiahers indicate* 
fhe laajority of the logging m the area included 
within the ejqpteriaental plots was accomplished dusking the 
1941-1944 season, fhe cutting period extended heyoad the end 
of 1944 on only one plot and t̂ ere, too, the amjority of the 
cutting took place in 1944» although the sale contract was 
not completed until 194̂ • fhe Coram natural regeneration 
plots were not installed until 1949i approxiaately five years 
after the logging was completed, fherefore, enough time had 
passed to give the area an opportunity to reproduce naturally 
without special seedbed preparation ffieasures. 
Productivity of the lands was about average for 
western larch ranging from site index 77 to 93 feet at 100 
years* fhe north slopes involved in the study were rela­
tively steep, averaging between 15 to 34 percent, fhe south 
slopas were mmh gentler and did not exceed 15 percent* fhe 
plots on the southern aspect were confined to the lower 
slopes while the plots on the northern aspect were situated 
more nearly on the middle slope, fhe soû ern aspect in­
cluded in the study therefore is not representative of true 
south aspect situated higher on the slope, fhis distinction 
is iaportant later in the interpretation of the results* 
Early exaffiinations of the area had revealed two im­
portant trends in natural regeneration! first, the new 
<».X9» 
repr©d.uctioa was appearing aaly upon the akid trails aad 
areaa on whieh miaeral soil was exposed by logging. This 
aroimted to an average of approxiaately 1? pereeat of the 
area. And aeeond, the aueeesaiozial tread was definitely 
away from larch and favored the more tolerant species. 
Table I? clearly illustratea this trend aad it is particular­
ly evident ̂ en the trend of larch progressing from the 
larger size class to the smaller size classes is eoaipared 
with that of alpine fir and other species. In the sapling 
size tree, 0.6 inch to 3*5 inches d.h.h*, there are no 
larch, but approximately 65 percent of the trees in that 
size class are alpine fir. The percentage of larch repre­
sented in the trees under 0.5 inches d.b.h. is not adequate 
to maintain the desired con̂ osition of the stand In the 
future. Stocking of western larch sî sequent to logging 
was inadequate with only about 14 percent of the milacre 
quadrats examined in Fredeking*s study (1953) being stocked 
with larch. Under more intensive manageâ it a higher percent­
age of stocked milacre quadrats is desirable. 
TABLE I¥ 
FlESBimGE GOMPOSITIOI Of THE A¥EMGE Sf AID § TEARS 
AFTEE Î OGOING AW) BSimi EEffl&iEEATlOI flEATaif 
free size class 
Sp«®i«3 9.6«d.b.h. 
& larger 
3.6»to 9.5'̂  
d.b.li. 
O.̂ «to 3.5" 
d.b.h. 
0.5«d.b.li 
k smaller 
Pereeat Percent Percent Pereeat 
W@9terii lareli 59.2 5.0 9.9 36.g 
Ingelmm spruce 9.4 29.0 17.2 10.5 
Dottglas-ftr 21,2 21.7 13.0 34.1 
Alplae fir @.1 33.4 64. i 5.a 
Western white pine Z,t 6,S 2.9 6.6 
Lodgepol® piae 5.S 3.6 9. ̂ 3.2 
lestern healoek 0.5 f.4 1.3 2.9 
Western red cedar O'k Pffl 0.0 0,1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
THE SWDf I«iOD 
Experimeatal dmim. The experiaeat was iastalled on 
a ie»l̂  by northern and aeuthern exposures with 
two replications of random plots on each aspect. It was 
anticipated that some difference® in stocking mî t be caused 
by the effects of different exposures. Consequently, the 
design had t© provide for testing such differences statisti* 
cally. Each replication was designated as a plot and 
assigned a plot number* Each plot was further subdivided 
into four sub-plots and the various treatments were assigned 
randomly to the sub-plots* the two plots on the southern 
aspect were numbered 1204 and 1206 and the nor̂ em-aspeet 
plots were numbered 1205 and 1207* Bach sub-plot was desig­
nated by a suffixed number correspondiî  to the treatment 
assigned to it and shown in the description of treatments 
below* Hius a plot designated 1204-3 indicated a prescribed 
broadcast burn sub-plot in plot 1204 on the southesm ex­
posure. 
Descriotion of treatments. Four treatments including 
the control were tested in the ê eriaenti 
1. QQntrolf or no treatment. 
2. Mechanical scarification. The soil surface was 
scarified with an Athens disc drawn by a fD14 International 
*2l«» 
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Harrtsttr tractor ©r a Fleeco land-elearing brush blad® 
attaehed to the traetor. fh@ disc was included in the ex* 
periment mainly t© observe its performnce in thit type of 
work. However, the important task in the seedbed test was to 
expose unifornily ae much mineral soil surface as practicable 
and at the saae %im destroy as laany of the unwanted under* 
story trees as feasible. Where this was not possible with 
the disc alone it was either suppieiaented or supplanted by 
the use of the blade. 
3* Prescribed broadcast burn, the small residual 
understory trees and large shrubs were slashed to provide 
fuel for carrying a running fire across the plot. Because 
sone time had passed since the logging was completed the 
original slash no longer retained all the fine fuels such as 
needles and twigs, therefore, the supplemental fuel created 
by the slashing was essential for a successful burn. Such 
suppleiaental fuels are frequently required in the larch— 
Bouglas-fir stands when the burning is done israediately upon 
completion of logging as well. This is particularly true 
when the felled trees are predominantly larch and under 
weather conditions when prescribed broadcast burns can be 
carried out safely. Unfortunately the prescribed broadcast 
burn sub-plot in plot 1207* north slope, was abandoned be­
cause the burning crew was unable to accomplish the burning 
before the wet season had started in the autumn of 195Q« 
Thus, one replication of this treatment on north slopes was 
-23 
lost, thereby limiting th« applieatioa of statistieal aethods 
which eoiild ha a«ad« 
4. isadarstory slashed. la this traatmaat th® nuder-
story trees aad tall ahryihs were slashed and palled into 
sMll piles and barned wherever «soncentrations of slash re« 
salted, otherwise they were J.opped and seattered over the 
ground. The crew was inatrmeted to fell the following kinds 
of treesj 
CD All Domglas-fir, alpine fir, and lodgepole 
pine up to S inches d.h*h« and all naple, birch, 
and other undesix̂ ble biirdwoods. 
(2) All trees infected with dwarf mistletoe. 
(3) All badly deformed trees of any species. 
This resulted in a reasonably complete removal of the under-
story cover* ê treatment was an atteapt to provide space 
for regeneration without disturbing the soil surface and to 
learn the influence of the understory vegetation on estab­
lishment of regeneration. The release effect of the slashing 
on the overstory has been made the subject of another study. 
The plot arranĝ ent is shown on the nap of the study 
area, Figure 1, in the appendix of this report. The sise of 
the plots varied by the facilities to do the work in each of 
the cutting blocks and ranged from 1.$ to 12.3 acres averag­
ing 4*9 acres. Roads and skid trails were used to define 
the boundaries whenever possible and to facilitate control of 
burning where it was used. 
Collection of data. Transects including lOO-milacre 
quadrats were iastalied on each s-ub«|>iot to the 
r®pr©<iiiCtioa. ffeey consisted of two parallel 5-chatii strips 
which ran up and down the slope and were spaced 2| chains 
apart* The data were recorded on '•Seprodyiction Talley** 
forms. Seedlings up to 0.6 inch d.b«h, and saplings froa 
0*6 to 3*̂  inches d#h*h* were counted before and after treat­
ment | and again in 1951* Thus a record of stocking before 
treatment, and foiw to fiire years after treatment was obtain­
ed. Seedling establishment was recorded by seedbed condition 
such as{ mineral soil, burned ground surface and undisturbed 
forest floor. A total of 1,500 lailacre quadrats was used to 
sample the reproduction. 
the residual stand on each sub-plot was sampled by 
talcing five l/f-acre circular temporary sample plots. 
Locations for the sample plots were selected at randoai out 
of 40 possible locations between and surẑ unding the reproduc­
tion transects. On these plots all trees 3*6 inches d.b.h. 
and larger were counted by species and 1-inch d.b.h. classes 
and recorded. 
A conventional l/4-ailacre seed trap was placed in 
the center of each l/5-aere ovenwsod sample plot on sub­
plots 1204-1, 1205-1» 1206-1, and i207»l» Seed was eollected, 
counted, and the oê unt of sound seed caught was recorded by 
individual traps for each seed crop. 
mkhWlB OF DATA ASD EESiLfS 
the to which the treatments increased the 
percent of milaere quadrats stocked with western larch and 
ingelaiann spnace was the main concern of the analysis* Ixara-
ination of the data revealed differences in stocking by 
treatment, aspect and species in 1953» five years after 
treatment, Table V, The treated areas, with the exception 
of the û erstory-slashed area showed a proportionately 
higher stocking of western larch ̂ an the other species. 
All the plots were stocked in advance of the treatment as 
well as after* Some of this early stocking was destroyed by 
the treatments and had to be rep3jiced by new seedlings before 
total stocking on the treated areas could sû rpass that on 
the untreated. Consequently, ̂ e total effectiveness of the 
treatments was partially obscured in the total stocking fig­
ures. The treatments can be compared more effectively by 
using only the stocking that appeared after the date of 
treatment or the new seedlings. 
As a first step, therefore, the western larch data 
for new seedlings established after treatment were studied. 
Table VI shows the percent of aiilacre quadrats stocked during 
the 1949 to 1953 period in relation to aspect and treatment. 
The prescribed broadcast bum was omitted from this analysis 
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SITJKAEI OF TOTAL STOCKIHG IM 1953 FIfE TEARS AFTES TEEATMSlfT 
m PlECENf OF MILACIE QUADRATS STOGKl 
Wes*" lagel** Douglas Lodge-- Alpine les- Wes- Wes- All 
freatmeat tera fir pole Fir tera tera tera 
Larch Spruce Piae White Eed He@'> 
Piae Cedar lock 
F«re«ii% Fareaat Pareeafe P9rt%a% Fere eat Perceat Perceat Pereeat Percent 
Southera Aspect 
C#atrol 24 30 i 11 9 1/2 BO 
Meĉ aaieal 
Seafifieatioii 46 U 24 16 9 i2 
Fre8@riJb»«4 
l̂ adeast iixra 6i 39 55 29 7 6 $9 
imderstory 
3a 4i 7$ Slashed 17 32 17 23 2 3 
Hortbera Aspect 
Control 4i 24 42 1 a 2 2 66 
Itoî anieal 
76 SearifleatioB 62 21 45 4 10 5 2 
Prescribed 
Broadcast Mwtn (61) (42) (66) (6) (1) (17) (SO)̂  
liaderstory 
46 63 6 Slashed 15 14 6 1 72 
Palmes derlired frtm oae aub-plot only 
fABÎ  VI 
WESTEEH USCH STOCIllG ISTABLISHSD aifiSKQtlElT fO TEEAmHT 
IM PlRCIlif OP MILAGES QUADRATS STOCIII) IN 
EELATIOt TO ASPSGT ABB TYPE OF TREATMEiT 
kBpmt Control 
Meehaziioal 
Scarification 
Prescribed 
Broadcast 
Burn 
iaderstory 
Slashed 
Pereeat FmtQmt Pereeat Fereeat 
Southern 
PlQt 1204 12 29 59 25 
Plot 1206 6 27 56 17 
Mortliem 
Plot 1205 29 66 40 26 
Plot 1207 22 49 . * 23 
fkis rep msts Imt* 
beeausdt as describsd ®arli@r, sns replication was lost on 
til© north aspect. All the plots showed a substantial im-
provement in stocking m the scarified sub-plots a« compared 
to the control or the tmderstory slashed suh«>plot@, 
these data it appears that the slashing of the onderstory 
had no appreciable effect upon stocking. Analysis of vari­
ance showed that the difference between the stocking on the 
scarified sub«plots and the control were significant at the 
5-perceat level. Therefore, the probabilities are about 
nineteen to one that these differences are not just chance 
variations. 
Although stocking appears to be better on the 
northern than southern exposure these differences are not 
statistically significant. The apparent differences between 
stocking on the exposures studied are either due to chance 
variation or caused by some variable not controlled in the 
eacperiiwint. When considering these differences in stocking 
by eacposures it was observed t̂ at the arount of seed dis­
persed upon the areas and the amounts of favorable seedbed 
(mineral soil, etc.) varied considerably on the treated 
areas. These are, of course, important factors in the es­
tablishment of natural regeneration. It appeared that the 
varying quantity of seed source and seedbed ai|Jfet possibly 
mask the true relationship of appect and treatment. 
The data were thereftK'e rearranged and wltiple cor­
relation analysis was used. In this analysis it was possible 
-.29* 
to use the prescribed broadcast bijiria sub«pIots beeause 
aaalysis of variaaee©®3£cludiag the biira treatment showed 
that there was probably n® inflaeoce of aspect and therefore 
the spXit-pXot deeiga (aspect) was ignored and the plots were 
considered as f&mr raadomiaed blocks. la the mmltiple cor­
relation analysis each sub*»pl0t was ased a» a single oberva-
tion. Furtheimorei a j| test showed that the mean nypiiber of 
western larch seedlings per thousand sound seed dispersed 
per acre was not significantly different on th® burn than on 
bare mineral soil. Hence, either seedbed surface could be 
considered as favorable as the other or no aore or less var­
iable than the other and consequently the bum treatnents 
could be considered as replications of exposed mLmr&X soil 
along with the other sub-plots. 
Seed, A large variation in the amount of seed dis­
persal from sub-plot to sub-plot was observed. Since the 
seed traps were confined to the control sub-plot within 
each plot it was necessary to detemine frora them an estimate 
of the seed fall on the other sub-plots. Analysis of the 
western larch seed fall showed a hi#ly significant linear 
correlation between the average d.b.h. of t|i© seed trees 
and the 4-year sound seed production per tree, fhe follow­
ing tabulation shows the relative 4-year seed production by 
average d.b.h. of western larch trees 9.6 inches d.b.h. and 
larger on each plot. 
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Averag® d»b.h» 
of western larch seed 
trees (inehea) 
4-year soimd seed 
productitn 
14 
li 
tz 
59.4 
99.4 
fhe seed fall fro® trees averaging under 12.5 inches 
d.b.h, was negligible and trees below that sii® were not 
considered an effective seed source, fhe number of western 
larch seed dispersed en the 3ub«-pl$ts other than the controls 
was then estiaiated by multiplying the seed production equiv­
alent to the average d.b.h. of the trees on the sub-plot by 
the number of trees. Thus, if a sub-plot had 6 trees whose 
d.b.h. averaged li inches, the seed production for Id-inch 
trees multiplied by 4 gave the seed production estimate for 
the sub-plot. 
Because of the narrow range of the average tree siaes 
from sub-plot to sub-plot as well as the occurrence of fewer 
trees, the analysis failed to show a similar correlation in 
Engelmnn spruce and Douglas-fir. The number of sound seed 
dispersed per tree on the control sub-plot waa therefore 
used to laultiply by number of trees on the other sub-plots 
within each plot to estimate seed production. Table VII 
shows the estiaated seed fall per acre by sub-plots, fhe 
nuBiber of seed trees per sub-plot was variable also.̂  
Seedbed. There was a great deal of variability ia 
2as may be seen in the stand tables Mo. 1 to found 
ia the uppeniiie of this report. 
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fiBLi m 
ESTIMTID OF SOW® SEIO DISPISSEO PER ACRI 
01 EACH SOB-PIOT II fOOE mm TEARS 
Siib«.|»l@t Wsstsm Laroh 
Douglas-
fir 
Engslmami 
%rme« 
M sesd M ssed M st«4 
1204 
2 
3 
4 
40a.5 
$5.0 
sa3.2 
3S2.5 
90,4 
47.0 
122.2 
37.6 
54.9 
12a. 1 
12*2 
1206 1« 
2 
3 
4 
635.4 
540.5 
552.5 
315.0 
0.0 
24.0 
24.0 
ao.o 
49.9 
25.0 
75.0 
12.5 
120§ 1"̂  
2 
3 
4 
327.6 
539.2 
5f6.4 
907. g 
144. B 
229.2 
191.0 
210.1 
123.2 
82.0 
41.0 
143.5 
120? 1«< 
2 
465.5 
651.6 
133.6 
22.2 
34.4 
13.5 
4 691.6 53.4 0.0 
Avsrags 531.4 94.5 56.3 
 ̂Ssedi fall was measured on sub*plots. 
Quantities on other sub-plots ar@ sstimtes* 
%h® ara&mt of farorabl# exposed on tlis differeiit 
sub-plots (Table VIII). lot oaly dii the aaoaat cfeaage by 
treatmeat tet it differed widely oii the untreated sub-flots 
as well as between the treated sub*|»lots. Thus, the eon* 
trols, showed a range from fero to arouad 32 pereeat aTeraging 
around 15. The treated sub*plots, however, averaged somewtot 
higher at about 42 4i on the aseehaEieal aoarifioation and 
prescribed broadcast burn treatments respectively. For all 
sub-plots the perceubage ranged fro® a low of 0 to a hî  of 
6l percent. ••Favorable seedbed" as used in this report is 
defined as the mineral soil exposed by either the logging 
activity wuch as skidroad and skid trail construction, and 
turning tractors and other equipffleat around5 or seedbed 
treatment such as scarification by brush blade and tractori 
prescribed broadcast burn or pile and burn slash disposal. 
Mineral soil whether exposed by mechanical î aas or by burn­
ing was equally effective. Natural undisturbed forest floor 
covered with limiting layers of litter and duff or occupied 
by vegetation including both low and tall shrubs as well as 
ground occupied by wncentrations ©f slash were not consid­
ered favorable seedbed. 
Stocking. The epantity and composition of stocking 
was influenced by the abundance of seed and the pereeisfliago 
of favorable seedbed available for seed germination and 
seedling establishment. In terras of net increase in stocking 
all species were favored by the additional exposure of 
TABLE till 
TIE AHOiHf OP FAVOEABLE SEIISED St PLOTS AiB SOB-PLOTS 
AFTIH TBBATiffiST 
Plot Mo. 
freatmeiit Sub-Plote 
(II C2) C3) 
Coatrol JlBclia30ti®al Pr©serib«d 
Searlfieatioa Broai-
mat Bwm 
(4) 
Paderstory 
slashed 
1204 
1205 
1206 
1207 
Parcaat 
0,00 
10.10 
17.60 
32.45 
Pgrceat 
37.35 
30.40 
40.15 
Perceat 
51.45 
37.19 
54.15 
pgrcent 
15.75 
29.30 
17.55 
31.20 
Averaga 15.04 42.32 47.60 23.45 
•3 4'*' 
mineral soil in the aeehanicaX seerifieation and prescribed 
feroadcaat barn treatment (Table IX), However, the western 
larch benefited aore than the other siiecies, thereby beesmiag 
more favorably represented on the area# 
Analyai® of the data revealed a hî ly signifieant 
eorrelAtioa between the qî ntity of seed dispersed, the 
percentage of favorable seedbed exposed and the resultant 
stocking in western larch (Figure 1). fhe percentage of 
mineral soil was the ®tit»ngest factor in deteis&ining stocking 
because in the analysis it accounted for thirteen times more 
of the variance than seed abimdanee did. These facts reflect 
the inability of western larch to coî ete witii other vegeta* 
tion. It is a rare instance to find a western larch seed­
ling surviving in dense growth of grass or shrubs. 
The strong relationship between the proportion of the 
l̂ omnd surface in favorable seedbed, the method of cutting 
(seed source) and stocking is further borne out by another 
study in the larch-fir type involving study areas on Blue 
Mountain, lootenai Mational Forest, as well as on t̂ e Coraa 
Experimental forest (Eoe 1955). In that study, highly sig­
nificant correlations were fomd between first-year stocking 
and the amount of mineral soil ex:posed in two types of cut­
ting. fhe rate of stocking nearly tripled in the seed tree 
cutting (4*3 seed trees li inches d.b.h. and larger per acre) 
and nore than doubled in shelterwood cuttings (13.1 seed 
trees 10 inches d.b.h. and larger per acre) when the aî unt 
fABLE IX 
PlEGllT OF ULACRE QUADRATS STOCKED ¥ITH WESTISH LAECH 
(tL), EiGILMAM 3Pmm (IS) AID DOIiaUS-flE {OF) 
SlFOai AID AFTER TiilE TREATMBaTS mm 
APPLIED 
St̂ eklng Isefore Tm%&l atoeking I«t Xmite&me 
frmtsmnt tr#â afc C1949) ia 1953 siaea treatisieiit 
ML 'ES • OF WI, E3 DF 'm IS B# 
QmntroX 2̂  21 4̂  37 27 56 9 6 8 
Meeiiasieal 
searifieatloii 17 $ 36 54 20 57 37 12 19 
Pr8seri&«i 
tenÊ aiag 27 18 40 6| 40 59 3i 22 19 
Slashimg 
16 3 6 maderstcary 32 13 49 42 55 10 
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FIGURE 1 
STOCKING OF WESTERN LARCH SEEDLINGS IN REUTION TO THE 
AMOUNT OF FAVORABLE SEEDBED AND NUMBER OF SEED 
TREES 
**37** 
of favorable seedbed increased from 10 to 50 percent. In 
the same cuttings the shelterwood produced from two to five 
times as isany first-year seedlings on comparable sites as 
the seed-tree cuttings* 
Sngelsaann spruce stocking, like that of western larch 
was strongly related to seed abundance aad seedbed condition. 
Siailar analysis showed that the two factors, quantity of 
seed and amount of favorable seedbed were of about equal 
strength (Figure 2). In ik>uglas-fir, however, the arultiple 
correlation was not significant, but a sî ificant correla­
tion between seed abundance and stocking was found (Figure 3)» 
Apparently Douglas-fir was not as sensitive to seedbed con­
dition as the other species. This bears out most general 
observations that Douglas-fir seedlings can be found growing 
among rather severe vegetative competition—Engelmnn spruce 
less so, and western larch leist of all. 
Since the resultant stocking of these species is in­
fluenced by the variations in both seed quantity and condition 
of seedbed, it is difficult to assess the pure effect of the 
treatment# However, by the covariance analysis, we can 
adjust the actual stocking to a unifocal seed source and then 
inspect the data with the variance due to seed source re­
moved. Table 1 shows the actual as well as adjusted stocking 
and rank assig2%$d to treatments. The rank of stocking by 
treatm»nts remained the saae as it was before in all three 
species after adjusting to the mean seed crop. The values 
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FIGURE 2 
STOCKING OF ENGELMANN SPRUCE IN RELATION TO THE AMOUNT 
OF FAVORABLE SEEDBED AND NUMBER OF SEED TREES 
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TABLE X 
AGflill. StOCKIMG VU,m3 OF lEW SESDLIIGS 1949-1953 AWiSfEB TO MEAM SSIO 
CROP, IN RIUTIOI TO fREATMIT 
Area in 
Treatment favorable Weatera larch 
seedbed Actual M-
justed 
F&r;— 
15.04 17.2 {!)* 20.6 (IJ 
23.45 22,S i2)^ 26,B (2) 
42.8 (3)^ 40.7 C3) 
47.60 51.7 (4)'®= 45.3 (4) 
Engelaaim agruce 
Actual Ad­
justed — 
10.8 (2) 9.8 (2} 
Poû las-fir 
Actual Ad­
justed —̂
19.8 12) 19.8 (2) Control 
UQderstory 
slashed 
fr̂ chaaleal 
scarification 42.42 
Prescribed 
broadcast 
bmrm 
5.2 (1) 7.0 (1) 16,8 (1) 16.7 U) 
13.5 (3) 15.0 (3) 30.0 (41 31.2 (4) 
29.0 (4) 26.0 (4) 28.7 (3) 27.1 C3) 
 ̂Figures in parentheses show rank 
for western lareh lin© up very well with the amount of 
favorable seedbed. This cloae apr-eemnt deaoastratei the 
reqmireâ at of larch for a seedbed relatively free of eom-
petitioa and physical obstruetion. the Engelmans spruce on 
the other hand, being more shade tolerant than the larch, 
is not as dependent upon a prepared seedbed, n̂ ile Boû âs-
fir depends the least upon imposed mineral soil. The data 
show that Douglas-fir benefits son® by exposure of mineral 
soil, but the trend is below statistical significance and, 
therefore, a higher probability that the correlation may be 
due to chance variation must be recognized. 
The relative root penetration of western larch and 
Douglas-fir demonstrated by Haig (1936) in studies of seed­
ling mortality in the ̂ ite pine type helps partially to 
explain the ability of Douglas«»-fir to establish itself in 
the face of heavy vegetative competition. Under three de­
grees of shade, full sun, part shade, and full shade, Doug* 
las-fir root length exceeded that of western 3jirch, In the 
full sun station, western larch roots had nearly penetrated 
to the saiae depth as Qouglas-fir, by August 30th of the 
first growing season, iowever, in the part ̂ ade station, 
root penetration in both species shortenedthe larch fell 
considerably behind the Douglas-fir. In the full î ade sta* 
tion larch root penetration becaa® so short as to be inef­
fective in preventing loss of seedlings due to drought when 
the upper soil layers dried out dvuring the suiamer season. 
ksmet* As a further test ©f the influemee of a3|>eet 
upon sacking rate th@ means were adjusted for seed qî atity 
and seedhed condition toy eoTarianee and then subjeeted to 
analysis of varlanee acooriiag to fflt̂ oda deserihed fey 
3 
Snedeoor. This test applied to data for western lareh, Ooug* 
las-fir, and Engelmann sprm% failed to ŝ ow a sipiifieant 
differenoe between stocking on north and south aspects. It 
appears therefore that northern aspeots, and southern aspects 
on lower slopes up to approximtely 15 percent, oay he equally 
favorable for establishment of western larch seedlings. 
On steeper south and west slopes western larch disap­
pears while Douglas-fir takes over the site and thrives in 
many instances in relatively deime stands. Occasional ponder-
osa pine trees also î pear. Such sites are drier than 
northern slopes and benches probably due to greater insola­
tion, less snow afiiusiulation, and higjbter rates of evaporation. 
These observations suggest the hypothesis that Douglas-fir 
with its better root development CH&ig 1936) is better able 
than larch to survive on these drier sites and withstand the 
droû ty conditions found there. Investigations of this 
factor were outside of the scope of the present experiment 
and further research is needed to provide an adequate ex­
planation, 
gomposition of future stand. lot only is the quantity 
3cieorge W. Saedecor, Statistical Methods. (Mes, Iowa: 
Iowa State Ooll®i« Press, 194̂ )p* >13• 
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of new reproduction establiiSed as a result of treatment 
important but its position in the stand deter̂ n̂es its future 
effeotiveness. Unless the lareh established by the treatment 
is in a dominant î osition it is likely to be only a temporary 
component in the stand and therefore ineffeotive in future 
stoeking# As a part of the study therefore, the dominance by 
speeies of all seedlings was determined in the final count 
in 1953* fable XX gives the stocking sui»ftrised by dominant 
speeies aM treatment. In this phase of the study each 
i|uadrat was credited with the species of the tallest tree or 
the one most likely to succeed in dominating the quadrat« 
Eecause each quadrat was given credit for only one species 
>̂e values in the table may be addedttogether to arrive at 
total stocking values. 
It is already evident that westem larch will be 
better represented in the new stand because of the treatment. 
However, as shown in the earlier discussion variability of 
seed source was partially responsible for the differences in 
regeneration suscess. Therefore, if the seed source had been 
more uniformly distributed the mechanical scarification may 
have shown better general larch xMigeneration* F̂ thermore, 
had the treatment been installed immediately after logging 
instead of four or five years later more of the seedlings 
established by the treatment might have been in a dominant 
position. 
Cost of treatments. Economic considerations of such 
tr»at»ints are imiiortant to applioation* @o«1i of the 
TABLE XX 
STOSKIMS IM PEaClHT OF MILAGRE Q0ADRATS BY DDMINAKf 
SPE0IBS AMD SIEDBID TSMfMEHT, 1953 
Westaẑ  Eagl* Douglas l4>dfapole Aloiae Western All 
Traatmaat l«areh Spruca Fir Pine fir wkite Speeies 
pine 
P • r e « a t 
eoBtrol 23 10 29 3 ? 2 74 
lleehanieftl 
searification 34 >24 § 10 3 79 
Prascribad 
bam §1 6 15 4 3 1 SO 
Qiidarstoxy 
slaabed 30 2 25 7 6 5 75 
treatmeiits variei from a Imt of #20.00 per acr® for the 
meehajaieal scarifieatioa to a high of #0.00 per acre for 
the prescribed broadcast bijrn. The imderstory slashing cost 
slightly less than the burning at #54.00 per acre. The cost 
of Michaaical scarification treatment coeipared favorably with 
a standard of about #35*00 per acrê  for planting. However, 
the cost of prescribed broadcast burning in this study cannot 
be considered representative or average. The areas burned 
were all small and consequently units of inefficient size. 
In some instances it was necessary to the fire, so to 
speak, in order to get coverage. This practice involves ex­
cessive work not experienced on larger, ©ore practical-sized 
bums. Undoubtedly as we gain greater knowledge and under* 
standing of burning techniques and the attendant risks are 
mastered, the cost of this treatment will be reduced. Broad* 
cast burning has the advantage of being useful on areas too 
steep for raachine woilc. Slashing of the understory is not 
only expensive but it shows no special promise for inducing 
natural regeneration. If it had biological advantages as a 
treatment, perhaps costs could be reduced by accomplishing 
the work throû i the use of silvicides or tree poisons. 
%orthern Eegion, 0. S. Forest Service, ̂ -year 
average. 
BiscirasioH 
LeaTlBg EiuBerout s«td trees, lit Itstlf, is m% suf* 
ficieat eoatral to provid© all the conditions necessary for 
adequate western iareh seedling establishment* As pointed 
oat, larch requires rather full sunlight to become establish­
ed and grow well. This requirement can be controlled by the 
markers thn>uĝ  heavy cuttings leaving selected seed trees. 
Being a prolific seed producer relatively few larch trees 
will be needed to produce sufficient seed to restock the 
area* 4s few as three to five seed trees li inches d.b.h, 
and larger will suffice as a seed source under the proper 
conditions. However, regardless of the quantity of seed pro­
duced by the seed trees a favorable seedbed is requisite to 
successful regeneration. When such seedbed does not occur 
naturally or is not provided by the logging operation (and it 
rarely is, in sufficient quantity), otiiier means saist be 
employed to improve the seedbed. 
Piling slash with a bulldoser equipped with a brush 
blade or controlled burning of slash in place are both effec­
tive in exposing mineral soil and in reducing eoffipeting 
vegetation or undesirable tree species. It is not feasible 
nor is it desirable from a silvicultural or watershed mn-
agsment standpoint to att̂ pt to lay bare 100 percent of the 
—1̂ — 
grouad surfae® ia se«dl̂ @d pr®paratioa» Furtheraore, CQSts 
may h& held down by aiming at Isss complete coverage* It is 
importaittt, however, to distribute the soil dieturb&nee in 
aaall spots or strips uaiforaly over the area with iaterven* 
lag undisturbed natural forest floor. Burning, of course, 
is not selective, and if a **hard burn- is developed rather 
large proportions of the ground may be bared# In bulldozer 
searificatioa, however, it spears feasible and practical to 
provide 50 to 60 percent coverage. On the basis of results 
in this study one can expect such seedbeds to reproduce at a 
rate of arouM 50 percent of siilacre quadrate stocked with 
western larch when an adequate quantity of seed is available* 
Considering a total stocking of 75 to SO percent of lailacre 
quadrats as acceptable for all species, then 50 percent 
stocking of western larch represents a favorable as well as 
practical goal to aia at. Because larch will not only ex­
ceed its associated ̂ ecies in height growth but is also 
longer lived, it will be well represented in the future 
stand on that proportion* 
Ingelffiann spruce which is also a desirable species in 
aany larch—Douglas-fir stands will also becoaae more favor­
ably represented in the stand* Its requirements are soiaewhat 
similar to those of larch* However, the seed trees must be 
carefully selected for windfiimess. Such seed trees, how­
ever, are not as fire resistant as western larch or Douglas-
fir* Broadcast burning frequently daaages the shallow roots 
q£ spriic® r®n<i®rlRg it less wiiidfirm, and often results in 
heavy loss ©f seed trees even theagh pî teeted by ©ther 
neî bering trees. 
In mere intensive practice it may be desirable to ex­
ercise greater control of the composition of the seed soitrce* 
On the area studied laany seed trees of undesirable species 
remained which were too saiall to log, defective or noa-
aerchantable. Such trees contribttte some seed that results 
in seedlings î ich compete with oor® desirable tree seed­
lings. this source of seed can be eliminated by poisoning 
or girdling thereby improving t̂ e c<Mposition of the resulting 
regeneration. However, under present economic conditions 
the reî val of these trees at considerable expense my not 
be Justified. 
The study also indicates that rather prompt establish­
ment following logging is desirable* Western larch and 
Engelsann spruce seedlings together (Table IX) actually 
stocked iŝ re than 50 percent of the quadrats in the mechani-
cal scarification and broadcast burn treatments. However, a 
comparison with stocking in Table X revealed that not all of 
them were in a dominant position. Thus it is important to 
prepare the seedbed as soon after logging as seed becomes 
available. This suggests the need for determining tech­
niques of forecasting seed crops and more knowledge as to 
how long such prepared seedbed reoains in good condition for 
seedling establishment. Study of these variables was beyond 
th« «GQpe of present study and further research ia re* 
qmired to clarify these points. 
SUIilAW AMD COiOI»y§IOIS 
A of iieedb®4 preparation was eoiiduet@d on a fivt* 
year old smd trm catting on the Ooram Ê triaental format* 
Three methods were tested and eoapared with a control as 
followsI 
1# Contĵ l—a© treatment 
2. Mechanical scarification 
3. Prescribed broadcast biim 
4. Understory slashed—destruction of understory 
trees and shrubs. 
the study was installed on a split plot desipi $north 
and south aspect) with two replications of random plots on 
each aspect* the gradients on the north slopes averaged 
from 15 to 34 percent while all slopes included in the study 
on the south aspect averaged lees than 15 percent. Seed fall 
daring the period of study was ̂ asured in seed traps. Seed­
lings were counted on 1500 milaere quadrats* 
Western larch produces some seed nearly every year 
and good seed crops occur at about five-year intervals. 
Quantity of seed production by the mature and over-mature 
even-aged larch trees was significantly related to the aver­
age size of the trees. Those averaging li and 22 inches 
d.b.h* produced about three to five tî es as touch seed, 
.50. 
respeetivsly, as Ik̂ tneh trees, thos® b@l©w about 12,5 
tmeh@B d»b*h« prQdm&m̂ , only & negligible &mw&% of m@4 and 
wer® disregarded m a seed souroe. The aarrow siz© rang® 
and limited numbers of Oou#as-fir and EiigsXmam spruce trees 
aade such an anilysis iapossible in those species* 
Morth aspeots and lower south slopes under 15 percent 
gradient represented in the study were equally favorable 
sites for wester® larch seedling establishment. However, 
south slopes exceeding 1̂  percent gradients and located 
hî er on the slope may not be as favorable for larch re­
generation and Douglas-fir will dominate the reproduction on 
such slopes. 
The study c©nfir»s earlier conelusions that western 
larch and Ingelmann spruce particularly were favored signif­
icantly by seedbed preparation. Douglas-fir appeared to be 
favored by mineral soil seedbed, yet stocking on improved 
seedbed was not significantly better than on natural forest 
floor. Possibly greater root penetration gives Douglas-fir 
a greater competitive advantage on unprepared seedbeds than 
western larch or Sngelmnn sprace# MecMnical scarification 
and the prescribed burn treatjsents were about equally effec­
tive in improving stocking î en an adeqmte quantity of seed 
was available. Destruction of the understory without addi­
tional seedbed preparation was not effective in iiaproving 
the stocking. 
fotal reproduction of all ̂ ecies ranged from 75 to 
80 percent stockedl milacre quadratt, showing ©sly a laiiior 
advantage In teî s of total seedlings established on the 
treatments. However, the ooaposltion of the reproduetlon 
varied by treatment showing a larger proportion of western 
larch and Engelmann spruoe on the soarified and burned 
treatments. Thus î ehanioal eoarifieation and prescribed 
burning of slash were effective means of seedbed preparation. 
Seedling establiitoment was stjrangly related to the 
amount of seed dispersed and the quantity of favorable seed­
bed exposed. In western larch the stocking was influenced 
most strongly by the seedbed condition thereby reflecting its 
inability to compete successfully wî  other vegetation. 
Seed supply was less strongly correlated with stocking. In 
IngelBiann spruce quantity of seed and seedbed condition were 
about equally related to stocking. On the other hand, Doug-
las-fir seedling establî ment was independent of seedbed 
condition but was influenced by quantity of seed. 
The following specific conclusions resulted froa this 
studys 
1. To favor western larch and Ingelmann spruce in 
natural regeneration laineral soil seedbed must be supplied 
regardless of the quantity of seed trees left. 
2. Mineral soil exposed by burning the slash and 
understory vegetation or by mechanical scarification are 
equally effective seedbed preparation measures. 
3. To obtain an adequate representation of western 
*§3'"' 
lareli aad Eagelfflano spruce in tli® reproduction, ®t least 50 
to 60 percent of tfee ftsrest floor must fee bared to mineral 
soil in well distributed spots or strip®. 
4. Fewer westtam larch seed trees are needed when 
large trees from Id to 22 inches d.b.h. are selected than 
where we ramst depend upon awaller trees. It appears that 
when sufficient favorable seedbed is exposed (60 percent of 
surface area) as few as three to five dominant seed trees 
averaging IB inches d.b.h. and larger per acre will supply 
enough seed. However, as aiany as nine or ten seed trees 
averaging 14 inches d.b.h. would be required. 
5. Seedbed preparation should be accomplished 
promptly after logging when seed is available. Delay favors 
Oouglas»fir and Biakes r®*establishaent of larch difficult. 
6. Korth slopes and lower soû  slopes with gradients 
under 15 percent are favorable sites for western larch natur­
al regeneration. However, other treataients may be necessary 
on steeper south and west slopes. 
7. Additional research is necessary to determine the 
reasons why western larch disappears on steeper south and 
west slopes and iDouglas-fir takes over these sites. The 
answer may lie in differences in root penetration and root 
developJient between the two specie® as well as in their rela-
tive efficiency of water use. 
0. The length of tia® during urtiich the prepared seed­
beds reiaain favorable for seedling establishment and the rate 
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of iiivasi®ii by other vegetation on these seedbeds, also need 
fttPtber iavestigation. 
9» A sifflple, practical, means of forecasting seed 
crops is needed to provide the fcrest manager with a means 
of tiaiing seedbed preparation with good seed years. 
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TABLE I 
STAI® TABLE OF TEEES 10 IlCllS AID USQER FCE 
WESTERi LAICH (WL) EiQEUiASH SMCl (IS) 
AIB DOOdUS-FIE (Sf) 01 PU)T 1204 
Olass liQ4-4* 
(Incliea) IL IS DF WL ss BF WL ES DF ES BF 
i ti ffl b « r 
10 4 3 3 3 5 1 7 13 5 12 1 2 
11 5 4 2 3 1 3 3 2 4 2 
12 3 3 1 2 1 7 1 
13 3 2 1 1 4 2 1 13 
14 1 1 3 1 1 
15 4 1 1 4 
16 3 1 2 3 
17 2 1 1 
li 
19 2 1 1 1 
20 1 1 
21 
22 1 2 
23 
24 1 
Total 19 d 16 10 9 5 23 21 13 44 2 4 
3afe*Flot 
imei* 1̂ 9
W m 
M m 
1 1   1 3 2   
1
31
1
U
1 9     
2 0   
2 2  2  
JJk I
t S
* l&sifls Five 1/5 Acr® Plots 
TABLE II 
SfA® TABLE Of TllES 10 IMGHES D.B.H. AMD USSEE FCm 
WSSflRM LAî H ClL) EM®LMAIH Sf̂ UGE (SS) 
AND DOUSLAS-PIi (PF) OM PLOT 1205 
Olass 
(Inehas) HL 
1205-1'5= 
13 BF WL 
1205-2* 
SS DF WL 
1205-3 
.ES 
'3i£ 
DF WL IS &F 
1 u n to « r 
10 2 2 2 5 1 2 3 
11 2 1 1 1 1 2 
12 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 3 1 3 1 
13 1 3 1 3 1 
14 2 2 2 2 3 3 
15 1 1 2 1 1 
16 2 
17 1 1 1 
li 1 
19 1 2 1 1 
20 1 1 2 
21 2 2 
22 3 
23 
24 2 
31 1 
Total 9 6 4 $ 5 12 11 2 10 la 7 6 
Sab̂ Plgfe 
I
* »
m m
iieidfc* 
m
H II a o 
a i
iasls: Fiy« 1/5 Acra Plota 
tmm III 
SfAm TABLE OF TSSIS 10 IHmiS AMD LAR®E FOR 
WESTERM LAECH im.) IIQELMASR SHiyCE {BS) 
AMD DOtlCH.AS-FIE (IF) OM PLOT 1206 
Sitb«Flot 
Class 
{Isehes) 1206-1'̂  
WL m BF 
1206-2'̂ = 
WL IS m ML 
1206-3'Ŝ  
ES Df 
1206*4* 
H. IS DP 
i n a b o r 
10 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
11 2 3 1 1 2 1 2 
12 1 1 4 1 2 2 2 1 
13 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 
14 6 1 2 1 1 4 
15 3 5 1 1 2 
16 1 1 1 
17 1 1 
U 1 1 1 
19 2 1 3 1 
20 1 1 1 1 1 
21 1 1 
22 1 
23 1 
24 
Total 21 4 1 23 2 3 13 6 3 14 1 10 
Basis: Five 1/5 Acre Plots 
-§2 
TABIDS If 
STAMD TABLE OF TllES 10 liOlES AID UESEE fm 
WSSfERS UECH {ML) SPHITCE (Ei) 
Aiso Donaus r̂iE {m) on plot 1207 
D.B.H. Mh-̂ PUt 
Class 
(Inebes) WL ES DF WL DP WL 
^20W ^ 
IS QF 
M B 1 S 
10 3 9 1 1 1 I 
11 2 2 2 1 1 3 2 
12 1 $ 1 2 4 4 
13 5 1 5 1 2 3 
U 4 5 7 4 
15 2 3 1 1 
16 2 1 3 1 
17 2 1 1 1 
Id 3 
19 
20 1 
21 1 2 
22 
23 
24 2 
Total 1? 5 30 24 2 S 19 - 12 
* Basis! Five 1/5 Aers Plots 
